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PREFACE

The progress hitherto made to give the Gaelic language its

legitimate rank among early European tongues appears to me

Tmsatisfactory. I have devoted the following pages to that

subject, and hope it may be found a step in the proper direc-

tion. I feel impelled, by a sense of duty, to make public the

marked sameness, in vowel sounds, I have lately detected be-

tween the (raelic and the Hebrew. That was my chief object

in writing the Essay ; and I trust the evidence adduced through-

out is sufticiently cogent to show at once, that the sacred

original of the Old Testament can be best read and imderstood

by means of its own textual vowels, safe from the smallest risk

of error, without calling in the aid of the fanciful system of

Eabbinical points.

D. M'Intyee.

Kincardine Manse, March 18G5.





ON THE

ANTIQUITY OF THE GAELIC LANGUAGE.

The grammar of the Gaelic is already written and its diction-

ary compiled. The object of the following paper is to trace

lip . the language in its connection with other early Eastern
tongues, so as to assign to it the place among them which it

unquestionably claims. The simple and exjjressive form it

presents in its construction, abounding in simple monosyllabic
roots—all conveying a primitive expression of ideas, separately

taken up as they occur in our ordinary intercoursewith surround-
ing objects and things—assigns to it an early Eastern origin.

These simple independent elements of speech are again found
welded together in two or more members, to give expression

to complex ideas ; and by the further embellishment of affixes,

made available for conmiunicating all thought, in the full

luxuriance of elegant diction. No language tliat w^e happen to be
acquainted with, ancient or modern, is more remarkable in this

respect than the Gaelic. By the means just stated, it is found
to communicate, in expressive form, the entire creation of the

fancy in its various regions. It combines, complexes, simpli-

fies, separates, our notions of all objects presented to our senses,

in the exact relation in which they stand to one another and
to us. This quality the Gaelic has derived from being, time
out of mind, more a spoken than a written language. Its tone,

and idiom, and accent, are preserved pure and entire, free from
the damaging influence of foreign intermixture. A written

language, from misspelling and mistonation, not to insist on
other causes, is much more liable to change—call it improve-
ment if you will—than a spoken one. That appears to us to

account for the high preservation, in tone and accent, which
the Gaelic presents. Nothing short of a complete knowledge
of it, as a spoken tongue, will be comdncive of the fact.



It is greatly to be regretted that philologists dealing with

the subject have hitherto been unsuccessful in so tracing up

to its origin this fine old language, as to assign to it its legiti-

mate place among the early vehicles of human intercourse.

The latest attempt in that direction that has been made is

scarcely more successful than its predecessors : I allude to the

pamphlet by Professor Blackie of Edinburgh, on the Gaelic

language, published in November last. The style and taste of

this production is, to say the least of it, somewhat peculiar. We
do not feel disposed to be offended, considering that the style

is peculiar to the writer—more so, perhaps, than his casket of

complimentary adjectives applies to us in these parts. The
laudations and the censures of this amusing lecturer, as they

are alternately poured out so freely upon our heads, as High-

landers, will neither elate us, nor disturb our equanimity. We
are much more thin-skinned on the question of his philological

inaccuracies, which shall be adverted to at the proper point,

than we are when he touches our nationality and language in

this ex officio fashion. AVhatever we are in these respects, we
take other weapons than those wielded by the Professor, to stand

our ground and defend ourselves. We do not doubt that he

knows Greek well, but we know Gaelic better,—we know it as

our mother tongue—our first language, in all the native peculiar-

ity of its structure, idiom, and accent. We learn no Gaelic from

Professor Blackie, and shall not with impunity allow him, or

any other Scot or Saxon, to give a moi-e subordinate i^lace to

our beautiful language than tliat which legitimate philology

assigns to it. But I must proceed now to lay this before the

inspection of the intelligent reader. It is needless to try to

convince those who allow a mixtion of prejudice and partiality

to block up the channel of their belief, or, failing better means,

resort to the artifice of browbeating, to drive their dupes into

their own way of thinking. It is needless, I repeat, to try to

convince these ; and in' this essay I have not such beings in

my eye, nor can I hope to convince them. I let them alone.

In tracing up the affinity of the Gaelic with the Hebrew,

the first thing to be done is to brush out the Eabbinical points

from among the sacred text. Until that is done, or at any rate,

Tuitil they are entirely ignored, which is the same thing, let

no one be so foolish as to look for success. No individual,

possessing any tolerable acquaintance with the subject, neecU

be astonished at the fruitless attempts of those who try their

skill at the task by means of a pointed Hebrew lexicon.

It will be necessary here briefly to touch upon the principal

arguments for and against the use of the Masoretic points, as

they are called, which agitated the Biblical schools of Europe



for more than two liundred years ; and then show how the

Gaelic, by its affinity with the Hebrew, settles at once that

much vexed question. Did Louis Cappellus, the great anti-

punctist champion, possess a knowledge of the Gaelic, and did

he apply it, he could by that means alone cut away every inch

of ground from under his opponents ; but neither he nor any
other of those who engaged in that controversy knew any-

thing, so far as we ever heard, of that language. There are

three opinions put forward on the subject of these points, and
very keenly contested, from opposite points of view, by the

disputants in that Biblical controversy.

I. The opinion of the two Buxtortfs—the father and son

—

and in consideration of their respectable scholarship, drew to

their side not a few eminent names, who hold that the Maso-
retic points, by means of which the Hebrew should be pro-

nounced, were at first invented by Ezra, and consequently of

the same Divine authority wdth the consonants.

II. The opinion of those wdio deny the Divine authority of

these vowel points, and maintain that they M^ere invented by
the Masorets or Doctors of the School of Tiberias, five hundred
years after the time of our Saviour. This opinion was first

annoimced by Eabbi Elias Levita, in the beginning of the six-

teenth century, and adopted by Louis Cappellus, a Protestant

Divine of the French Church, and Professor of Hebrew^ in the

L'niversity of Saumur. It was also adopted by many great men,
among whom were Calvin, Luther, Scaliger, Masclef and others

;

and by Bishops "Walton, Hare, and Lowth, Drs Kennicot and
Geddes.

III. A third opinion was advanced by Dr Prideaux, who
steers a middle course between the other tw^o, and attempts to

maintain that the points were invented earlier than the fifth

century of the Christian era, and soon after Ezra's time. It is

by a line of special pleading he endeavours to do this, with the

formidable evidences of probability and presumption against

him. He ventures to maintain that the points viight have
been invented, although not alluded to by divines of the early

Christian eras, and that it was necessary they should have been
invented, so as to preserve from oblivion the proper pronuncia-

tion of the language. With regard to this opinion, it is humbly
thought, with due deference to Dr Prideaux, that if the points

existed, and had to fulfil the important office he ascribes to

them, they li-ould most certainly be mentioned by the writers

of these times, and liy the Christian Fathers ; and it is perfect

folly to say that they preserve entire the original pronunciation

of the Hebrew, which could not be preserved in its integrity

as late as Ezra's time, nor after the captivity.



Let me now briefly go over the cliief arguments in the other

two opinions, and in their order.

I. The arguments in support of the Buxtorff theory are

seemingly more plausible than those advanced by Prideaux
;

and even they are brouglit to the ground by Cappellus and his

followers. One is that the books Zohar and Bahir, said to

have been written about our Saviour's time, make mention of

the Hebrew points as then existing. On examination, how-
ever, these books are proved to contain unmistakable evidence,

external and internal, of an origin at least one thousand years

later, and they contain, as a whole, nothing that is interesting

or valuable, but a mass of Kabbinical rubbish of their time.

The only other argument necessary to be mentioned, as put

forward by the punctists, is that our Saviour is supposed to

have alluded to the Hebrew points, being part of the law, by
the expression " one jot or one title," in Matt. v. 18. If this

could be substantiated, it would of itself be supreme, but when
examined it falls to the ground. The Greek words lora. and
x£ga/a, rendered in our version " jot and title," unquestionably

liKiui the Hebrew yod > its smallest letter, and Tuoaia, from the

root xsgas, a small horn or beak of a letter, a^taciied to it and
part 01 it, and not a rZctached point, as Buxtorff would have it.

Besides, we may mention, by the way, tliat Ki^ag is derived from

the Celtic root ceir, a beak or scallop, hence ccircanacli, having

a scallopy outline. So this adventurous argument for the

points turns out as futile as its antecedent ; and these two be-

ing the most cogent and plausible, it would be a waste of time

to go over the others.

II. The arguments against the points, and adopted by the

great authorities above named, are so conclusive and convin-

cing to any unbiassed mind, that we only need refer to a few of

them. And (1.), that the Hebrew, like other languages derived

from it, has textual vowels in its own alpliabet to regulate its

pronunciation. (2.) That according to these, the LXX. version

was made about two hundred and eighty-six years before the

Christian era, and the Hexaplar of Origen five hundred years

later. (3.) That the Masoretic points were not heard of until

the middle of the tenth century, as is vouched by the writings

of Rabbi Ben Asher and Rabbi Ben Naphtali, respectively

chiefs of the Western and Eastern Schools, and who flourished

at that period. And (4.) that tlie scriptures used in tlie service

of the synagogue to this day are without points ; so is the

copy found by Dr Buchanan in Central India, in the possession

of the black Jews, which they must have got at some era from
tlie land of Israel. All these proofs clearly demolish every pre-

tension to the integrity of the Rabbinical points.



Let us now consider how improbable a thing it is, that

writers like the Eabbins, so addicted to tradition, and so given

to mixing np tlieii' own ludicrous marvels M'ith the textual

sense of Scripture, can be depended upon in their theory of

sound, when they are detected so often at fault in their version

of the sense of the sacred text. We are happily enabled to

correct their errors in the latter instance, by consulting the

context for ourselves ; the only effectual way now to correct

them in the former instance is to brush their points totally

away, and leave the sacred text to be read and understood, as

the Jews of old did, by means of its own textual vowels. I

am quite aware that the idea has been abroad for some time

back, and gaining ground in our universities of late, that the

Hebrew class cannot be properly taught without putting the

students to the trouble of learning to read by means of the

points* This notion, we know very well, has been imported

into this country from Germany, and not without some danger

of a garniture of neology along with it. Those who may be

captivated by the merit or marvel of the vowel points and
Rabbinical erudition, liad better weigh the subject of their ad-

miration a little better. Let me state to them an instance,

not a whit more extravagant than a thousand others, of the

Rabbinical learning and genius, in accounting for a textual

omission. In one of the alphabetical Psalms (cxlv.), the verse

or stanza of the letter nun : is wanting, in at least some of the

copies used by the Rabbins. Such an omission is now ordi-

narily accounted for as having taken place through the mere
incuria of the transcriber. The Rabbinical way of accounting

for it is characteristic. It is this : David, when composing

the Psalm in question, when he came on with his theme as

far as the letter j {nun), saw a ten-ible vision,—the dreadful

ncphele mentioned in Isa. xxiv. 20, which begins by the letter

nu7i ; so he passed over that letter in his fright, and hastened

to the next one, the comfortable samech d ! Prom that speci-

men of the Biblical lore of the authors of the points, let me
entreat all punctist readers, including teachers and taught, of

the Hebrew Scriptures, seriously to consider the origin of the

foundation on which they rest their belief of the genuine mode
of interpreting the Word of God. For my own part, I feel

compelled to admit that it is nothing short of a species of

* The student who learns Hebrew by the pointed system only, and not

by the unpointed mode as well, labours under greater disadvantage than
the student who was taught by the latter system. This is it : Put an
unpointed Hebrew Bible into the hands of the former, and he cannot make
out one sentence of it correctly, or at all ; but give the latter a pointed Bible,

and, by merely ignoring the Masoretic points, he makes out every word of it.
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heterodoxy now to trust the sense of Scripture to these points,

or to the views of their fanciful authors. Another absurdity-

is observable in the plan of pronunciation they have devised.

They suppress into what they call quiescent letters the Hebrew
textual vowels >ins*, the matrcs Icctiones of the ancients, and yet

they are compelled to repudiate their own act ; for we find

these very letters, by the points of these very men, in very

many cases, made to give out their proper sounds, by the ex-

pedient, forsooth, of a vowel pohit fixed under or over them.

I accordingly ask the admiring successors of the Masorites,

how is it that we find, in reading the pointed Hebrew Bible,

that N* and n are most commonly pointed by Jcamefz, -r, or

pathah, -, or by tsere, • • , or scgol, •: ? Why is the presence

of the yod » necessary in long hirek » ? And why is the shurek

A never pronoimced without the i ? It is because there dwell

in these letters these very sounds, virtually and inherently, by
the test of all antiquity, which the Eabbins, even in their zeal

for the marvellous, tremble to suppress. Their successors

should show a similar yielding to what is reasonable and right,

and return, in the full belief of it, to the reading of the Hebrew
Scriptures as they were originally read. The textual vowels

of the language are quite sufficient for the purpose, by proofs

cogent and clear already urged, and now by the farther testi-

mony of a living, spoken, ancient, independent language

—

living and spoken without any material change for the last

three thousand years. At this point, then, I introduce the

Gaelic language as the living witness of the fact. In doing it

I am obliged to say of myself, that it was my first language,

from being born, brought up, and educated in the parish of

Kilmalie, Lochaber, which may be reckoned central Caledonia,

where that language has been spoken in its greatest purity

time out of mind, removed from the damaging influences of

border intermixture with foreign dialects. When I attended

the Divinity Hall I was taught Hebrew with and without

points, the latter system in Glasgow and the former in Aber-

deen. When in the Glasgow Hebrew class, I remember de-

tecting a striking affinity between Hebrew and Gaelic, and
pointing it out to our Professor, the learned Dr Fleming, now
Professor of Moral Philosophy. Not knowing anything then

of the pointed mode, or the difference in its pronunciation from

the system I was acquiring, it did not occur to me to mark the

similarity of sound as well as that of sense in words in both

languages. Towards the end of the session, I remember our

eminent Professor recommending to us, for our own private

satisfaction, to know the pointed mode of reading, and to com-
pare the two. In order to accomplish this I next session at-
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teuded the Aberdeen Divinity Hall, where I also took the

Hebrew class, and soon acquired the pointed system. I now
knew the difference in pronunciation between the two readings,

but even then, and -s^fe for more than thirty years after, it

did not occur to me that the Gaelic furnished the key by
wliich to see into the region of Hebrew vowel sounds. This I

accidentally discovered in the summer of 1862, while one day
poring over Hebrew roots, comparing passages with our pre-

sent Gaelic version of the Scriptures. Since I detected this,

in all the search I have made, I have not met a single instance

of similarity in sound with the pointed system of pronuncia-

tion. That of itself is, to my mind, ample evidence and proof

that the entire machinery of Masoretic points, as a phonetic

agency, should at once and for ever be discarded.

It will, I think, be conceded by philologists that the Gaelic

language is the oldest spoken language in the world. The
celebrated Dr Blair says that no considerable progress in phi-

lology can be made without it. It has for its vowels a, e, i, o, u,

corresponding with the Hebrew textual vowels, ^, jr, ', n, x.

By means of these, without any points, the Samaritans read

the Bible. The consonants of both languages are similar in

the office they fulfil. The aspirates and gutturals very similar.

Both languages have but two genders ; both do not show a

present tense of the verb, and show a marked sameness in the

structure of the other tenses, and in both the future is occa-

sionally used for the preterite. Then, all that we have to do
is to produce a class of words in the two languages with

voivcls the same, consonants the same, meaning the same, and
syllabic arrangement the same. If we can do this we will

have three points mutually conceded by the Gaelic and Hebrew,
and only require to find out the sound of the latter. The
Gaelic furnishes the key to us, and here it is,

—

ixn Sxj m.^ nx is'wS' ms* rus' Eebrew.

taruin gabhail asair ad asri' aicis anech Gaelic.

draw recover trapping this or proce- desti- gasping or

that dure tute moaning

We have here the sound of ^? revived and the same as

that of a in Gaelic. I must observe that the slight variation

in the Gaelic spelling is in consequence of the standing rule,

" broad to broad, and small to small," which must uniformly

be observed. I have to point out that a selection is made of

Hebrew words whose first letter is a vowel, in case it might be
thought that a precedent consonant might in any way tend

to damp or to stitie the free native sound of the vowel. I

have also furnished instances of the vowel the second letter
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of the root, and the result is precisely the same. I make no

doubt, however, that semitones of all the vowels may be dis-

covered by farther research.

Take now a class of words to make out the sound of n

agreemg with e.

"ino HT rh2 n3 Xin Sn n Hebrew.

mear se btteth bao e bha ealamh e Gaelic.

hastily this to wear void was quick this or that

The sound and spelling in these, as in the former class, are

substantially the same, with a slight evidence of the semitone

in some cases.

Take next a class of words with the •> as the first letter.

y:)]17 'O^O'i tt'' ns'» n:» SwS' SV' 10w\» Hebrew.

sgian amis es iat inne ail ial illail iamra Gaelic.

knife feel he, it agree squeeze will yelling mention

The next Hebrew vowel v, the sound of o, is the same in form

as the old Eunic a, the only difference is that the latter is in-

verted and the same in sound. I mention this because the r has

been tlie subject of some controversy, since it is a radical letter,

the other vowels being all serviles. That it agrees with the

Gaelic o is uncLuestionable.

Sm nrp 1W r\V2 nno ihv nsr Hebrew.

rola cor naor bogha mod ol obeir Gaelic.

a roll large a child bulge a meeting swal- work, a
low servant

The semitone in two at least of the above words in the sound

of is observable. Under i we have

nn niT '710 IIO nSl in Hebrew.

dubhach suldhe mul tur ulidh useir Gaelic.

sickly incline boundary moun- child burden
tain

We have to add to the foregoing evidence of identity a still

more interesting class of words, such as have been written to

save space and time, without any of the textual vowels. This

is a numerous class, and have been put forward by punctists

as- one of the strong points of their system, to require the aid

of vowel points to pronounce them. It is, however, but a

species of stenography common to all languages ; and were we
in any doubt of what vowels to call to our aid in pronouncing

these words, the Gaelic furnishes a directory. In the majority

of cases, it is the short sound of ^* for the first syllable, and

that of n in the second as a general rule, that seems to be re-

quired. Thus

—
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*^3 :3n l£ur nil/V piy ip£ -i3T Sm Hebrew.

cdr taban saibhir seisear sac faicid dabair gathail Gaelic.

curve handful rich six sack visit saying flame

After this array of evidence of the natural sounds of the five

vowels, and how to deal with words without them, evincing in

the aggregate the strong marks of affinity of Gaelic and
Hebrew, it will scarcely do for Professor Blackie to hazard the
assertion of pages 7, 8, of his pamphlet, to the contrary. If he
finds himself misled, we leave him to settle the difference with
his Gesenius as lie best may. We cannot allow his assertion to

go forth as fact in the face of this overwhelming testimony
against its accuracy. He is evidently not at home with Celtic

philology, into which he dabbles, and had better avoid jump-
ing into hasty conclusions regarding it.

Still farther to satisfy the fastidious credibility of such
critics as may hesitate their condescendence, I beg to refer

them to the testimony of antiquity in support of the evidence
already adduced. As far back as the second and third cen-
turies, the Christian Fathers, in their writings, supply us with
ample proofs of the mode then of pronouncing the Hebrew.
St Jerome, the most eminent of the Latin Fathers, and who
wrote in the fourth century very valuable works on the Scrip-
tures, assures us of the mode of reading Hebrew by the divines

of the second and tliird centuries. Neither he nor any other
Christian writer of his time makes any mention or any allusion

to vowel points. He produces extracts from the Hexaplar of
Origen, by far the most valuable BibKcal relic of antiquity, in
which we have shown to us, by means of Greek characters,

the very sounds and intonations by which the Hebrew was
then read, and we shall see how very nearly it agrees to what
the Gaelic makes it. Accordingly, the first verse of the 11th
chapter of Hosea

—

»nNip DnSOOl iram SnitT* ir: O Hebrew.

I
Hebrew

\ characters.

We might give further extracts were it necessary. It will not
do for us to treat these testimonies lightly. We will be left

without excuse if we do, for intermeddling with a subject at

once solemn and important in its reference to us. This testi-

mony has been handed down to our times, from remote ages,

along with the sacred record which is to be at all times the
ground of our faith and the rule of our lives. The tones of
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any language are an essential part of it wliicli should, in our
mouths, be preserved in its greatest purity, and not allowed,

by the caprice of individual taste, to be marred or changed.
The tones of the sacred original of the Bible should by all

means be continued imchanged, as its vowels and consonants
are, and will be, unchanged throughout the whole chapter of

time.

It is inexpedient, we humbly submit, for the Biblical

scholars of this country to repair to the schools of the Con-
tinent, where strange sounds may be the chief thing they have
to acquire. To the course of the Ehine and the Elbe they
may go to acquire, as they think, the right Hebrew sounds,

but they all the while leave at their elbow at home, unheeded
and unobserved, a venerable tongue to guide tlieir path
much nearer that point than anything in Germany can do.

They should first acquire the spoken languages of their own
country, two only in number, and then they would be in a
position of forming a right estimate of home produce, and its

value to them, ere they import from foreign countries any
manufacture unsuitable to the temper and literary taste of our
climate. It may be thought a tine thing to give fanciful

sounds to words, as if that were to improve the sense. So the

Germans and their admirers think proper, as they imagine, to

imj)rove the tones of the Hebrew text by a system of points.

The wonder is, that the scholastic vein of this country should
not practise that art in softening down the high pitches of their

good native English. Let us see how it would do. Take any
two or three words, say

—

man, day, house

;

garnish them by one set of Masoretic points, and you have

—

moon, doah, hash

;

or with another, and you change them into

—

min, du, hess.

But is that any improvement upon man, day, house ? Not
a whit more rational is the Masoretic system of Hebrew punc-

tuation. With respect to the above quotation from the Hexa-
plar, let me finally remark, that the n', the \ and the i have
invariably the Gaelic sounds of the corresponding vowels

a, i, u ; the n has sometimes the short sound of c, sometimes

the long one of e ; and the v seems to have the sound of e, or

do, as in ipj, the Gaelic naor. These slight variations from

the original rule no doubt came to be practised after the cap-

tivity, leaning as it does to the Chaldaic dialect, which was
incorporated at that period with the Hebrew. The only other
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remark I have to make on this part of the subject of this

essay is, that tlie only nse which the Masoretic points may
subserve, is merely to shew, as a sort of glossary, the parts of

the verb, cases of noims, and the like, as the Kabbins under-

stood it in their day, but never to be accepted as a vehicle of

sound.

To aid us in arriving at that conclusion, we shall now pro-

ceed to examine what countenance is received by the affinity

existing between the Gaelic or Celtic and the Greek and

Latin languages. I have bestowed some attention on this

subject already ; and, by the courtesy of the editor of the " Inver-

ness Courier" have, in an article in the literary columns of that

paper, shown evidences of close aflfinity between the three

languages in question. All that I require to do here is to

exhibit the same proof in a more extended form. Accordingly,

let any one who is fond of such studies take up a Greek Lexicon,

run his finger along the order of the alphabet, and he will meet

with Celtic roots in scores and dozens. He must be warned

that he will find many of them welded into other words, or

parts of words, to fit in with what Horace calls the ore rotundo

Graiis, by intonation and accent, to become tolerable to Grecian

enunciation. In this way the edges and corners of the Celtic

roots are considerably rubbed off. Others however are, and in

great numbers, in their purely Celtic forms, exhibited with the

Greek affLx attached to make them available to the vocabulary

of that language. With a class of these, of similar spelling and

meaning in Greek and Gaelic, we shall presently deal. It is

to be observed in the outset that a privative is common to

the two languages, the negative particles, intensive prefixes,

and nouns, verbs, &c., such as

—

Gaelic, atliar nn fear amar anam Sr bean bo

Greek, »i6iQ ctv aus^ xf/^cc^ce, oLviy.'i; «g04J =«>es Gst/j

Gaelic, bras bu3 be gean gin garbh gnu dia
^^

Greek, S^sejjtta Qvafi» €jj yxuo; yivoficti yqci<pu y^v^a S/05

These and many more less distinct meet us before going over

four letters of the alphabet. It is unnecessary to produce more

examples. Let me point out here to Professor Blackie and

other Grecians, that in the above list we have in every case

the Celtic the root, and in every case the Greek the derivative.

The primitive trunk or body of the word is pure Celtic, and

by an affix, or prefix, or increment superinduced, it becomes

Grecian. There is no use trying to ignore that fact. The
trunk or root without the affix is fully intelligible ; the affix

by itself is a meaningless babble. Grecians have had the loan
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of our Celtic roots now for some thousands of years in the

building up of their language ; and if they cannot do without

the loan, let them at least acknowledge it. If they demur to

tliis, let them lop off their graft and be away with it ; our Celtic

root remains to us xindamaged and undestroyed in the full power
of its original meaning, as it was before receiving this same
Grecian graft. In the Gaelic we never meet Greek roots with

Celtic affixes. This will surely show which of these languages

claims the higher anti(|uity. But to make it clear in another

form, let us take one of the above words and submit it to a

legitimate analysis—take the verb /fafw, lop off the u, and it

becomes ygaf—meaningless in Greek. We recognise it now
as the same with garhh, which means rough, and is thus recon-

ciled. In primitive times, it is well known that the ground on

which the ancients wrote was first smoothened by a film of

gummy substance. The letters were then scratched or en-

graved by the stilum into that surface, which roughened it all

over; the written surface was then garbh, roughened or scratched,

as we shall show Ijy and by to have been the import of the Latin

verb scribo. Now ygap or garth is derived from gar, roughness,

which shows a regular family of derivatives, such as garach,

garrachan, garhlach, garhhadh, garbhan, &c. These are formed

by assuming the pertinent affixes, which the Gaelic so profusely

supplies for accommodating every additional phase of signi-

ficancy. A similar result can be arrived at by analysing any of

the others. From hence we arrive at this conclusion. (1.) Tliat

the Gaelic forms a large element in the primitive groundwork of

the Greek
; (2.) That the Gaelic, being a living language, revives

the proper pronunciation of Greek ; and (3.) That we in Scotland

have in this respect the advantage of our neighbours to the

south of the Tweed. The somewhat intricate sound of it, the n,

is brought down to us by the €>j, the bleat of the sheep, which

has not changed in tone any more than the song of the lark.

Professor Blackie may dignify us for this by complimentary

appellatives from his choice casket, such as " Semito-Celtic

visionaries," " British boobies—people without a soul," and the

like ; which, if I am to understand as an attempt at brow-

beating, I can only pity as a pointless effort. I would be much
more willing to accept the whole tirade as a sort of harmless,

funny bravado, meaning to convey no ill-will, but merely a

passing squib for the anmsement of his tyro listeners.

I now proceed to exhil^it a comparison between the Gaelic

and the Latin. Similar observations will apply here as in the

last case ; the affinity is even more striking and extensive.

This was naturally to be expected, from the juxtaposition of

Latium to Gaul, and the long space of time these languages,
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or rather the tribes speaking tlieni, possessed these contermin-

ous provinces. It will be superHuous to produce a long list of

corresponding roots, they meet us in dozens in every page.

Take the following;,

Gaelic,
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all. He knows saighid to be made up of the two words sath,

to tlirust, and it, feather, that is, a thrusting feather. The
arrow of the ancients had an eagle's feather fixed in the butt-

end for the steerage of the weapon. Take now scribo, the verb
to write, take off the affix o and it becomes scrib, a word not

to be found in the entire Latin vocabulary. However, scii^b or

scriob is a Celtic word, meaning a stroke or scar ; but sn-iob is

a compound of scar, a scratch, and guib (genitive of gob), a

bill-pointed instrument—that is, scdr-guib, contracted scriob,

writing—or the work done by the stiluni or other pen used in

writing by the ancients. The express meaning of these com-
pounds, when taken down and shown in their primitive state,

assures us that our analysis is legitimate and right. We at

once reject, as effete and impertinent, any analysis that fails to

show that. I must here express my profound surprise and
disappointment at Professor Blackie giving out, at page 26 of

his pamphlet, that the Gaelic scriob is derived from the Latin

scribo ! This only equals in peculiarity that Eaglais (eug-lios,

cemetery) is from Ecclcsia, and relic {re-lac, a grave) from
reliqua, a relic ! The Greek verb ivLxakm, which means, to

call together or to assemble, is from the Celtic root glaodh.

That doctrine is as extravagant as to assert that the Greek
has been wandering all over Wales, and Ireland, and the

Highlands of Scotland (p. 1) ! If it has, where has it left a

single trace of its existence ? Nowhere, is our answer ; except

perhaps in the amusing conception of those who would arro-

gate to it, however unjustly, a priority of claim to antiquity over

the language which, as we have seen, supplies to it so largely

its ground-plan and structure. For the life of me, I cannot

make out what the averment means, unless indeed it may be

this, that wherever the Professor plants his foot during his

summer rambles, it gives the ground the impress of ancient

Grecian soil ; but we take leave to assure him that neither the

tread of his foot, nor the dash of his pen, will have that trans-

forming power, any more than the shake of his hand could

convert a " Celtic boatman in lively Oban, or a Celtic shepherd

in desolate Sutherland (p. 3)," into an accomplished Hellenist.

With evidence so convincing before us, as we have adduced,

which is a mere fraction to what can be added, if that were

thought necessary, of the superior claim to antiquity possessed

by the Gaelic over Greek and Latin, and other members of the

Jai3hetic class, it would be ec[ually unnatural to try to argue

it down, as it would be in a stone-mason to argue, with all the

stolid fixity of his genius, the same high antiquity to any old

wall as to the quarry from which the building materials were

excavated. It would betray a want of belief of what is ap-
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parent and real to insist on more evidence. If once apparent

and undoubted, wliat more is required ? One convincing proof

is as good as a hundred. If one is rejected, why not the

hundred ? The greatest discoveries have been made on small

solitary glimpses of evidence. The finest problem in Astronomy
had its basis on the small parallaxal angle of the transit of

Venus
;
yet by those few seconds the distance of the sun was

computed. The law of gravitation was suggested by the fall

of an apple from a tree, and the steam-engine from the boiling

bubbles of a tea-kettle.

It would be interesting, at the point we have come to, if we
could by legitimate means mark the era at which the tribes,

afterwards called Celts, left Canaan for the west. From Upper
Canaan they must have made their exit, from the number of

pure Hebrew words they retained in their language. There is

no other cause that could account for that fact except a migration

from the Hebrew country, when the language was spoken and
written in its greatest purity. We have no account that the

Celtic tribes ever again returned to Canaan once they fairly

set face westward. In their progress in that direction, and
intercommunion with tribes speaking other languages or dia-

lects, whether on the banks of the Araxis or otherwhere in

ancient Scythia, it was that the Celtic entered as an element
in the foundation of the Greek language. A similar process

brought it to the province where the Latin was first formed
into an independent speech, throughout which we find the

Celtic intermixed so freely. Successive waves of Celtic-speak-

ing tribes from the East brought the language to Gaul and to

Britain at some prehistoric period difficult now to determine
with any certainty. One point seems certain, that the Celts

were the aborigines or first settlers of these realms, and with
various fortunes, during many centuries, settled themselves at

last as the unconquered possessors of ancient Caledonia. To
this day their descendants, speaking their language, hold no
inconsiderable portion of the old provinces.

Every available channel of civil history has been rummaged
with a view to fix the probable era at which the Celts

migrated from the East, without any satisfactory result. The
researches of Cluverius, Polloutier, JVIallet, and others, and Sir

William Jones and Mr Pinkerton, would seem to fix that era

about the year 1400 A.c. About nine hundred years thereafter

they were found in the neighbourhood of the Pyrenees, and in

Gaul in the time of Julius Caesar. AVe are not informed when
they came to the Pyrenees, or when to Gaul. We are still at sea
on these pouits. that the Celts were there for a long period
is obvious from tlie number of compound words of their Ian-
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giiage we find throughovtt Julius Gtesar's book, which the Latins

took up and incorporated with their own speech. These words,

in the hands of proficient Gaelic scholars, are easily divided,

down through the j^roper cleavage plane, into their primitive

monosyllabic roots, such as the names of men, Verguhretus, i.e.,

fcar-gu-hrcth, a judge ; Orgdorix, i.e., oiglirc-tigh-righ, heir of

the royal line, &c. Names of rivers, Rhodannus, Garumna,
Rhenus, Sequana, that is, Ruadhamhain, Garbhamhain, Re-
amhain, Scachd- or Bcinih-amhain, meaning respectively red-

river, roxigli-river, smooth-river, and still-river, or probably seven-

river, from being formed by the confluence of seven large tri-

butaries.

Might we not now inquire if sacred history will favour the

opinion formed by these writers, and founded on their re-

searches ? The historical facts recorded in the Bible have the

first claim to our belief, and we would at ouce cast to the

winds any human production, ancient or modern, tending to

weaken oiir credibility. It is ascertained from Bible history

that famine and war were the chief causes which moved tribes

to migrate from one country to another. Should we not from

these causes, and their effects, try to detect the era of the west-

ward migration of the Celts ? There is a very strong probability

that the event happened about seventeen hundred years before

the Christian era. This opinion is founded on the events of

those times, as they are recorded in the Bible, and we feel fully

assured that it will receive the devout consideration it is en-

titled to receive from every well-constituted mind. The sneers

of infidelity we totally ignore and despise as the very lowest

and meanest thing in the world—the bias, above all others,

that degrades human nature most. It makes little, or, indeed,

no difference, whether the hapless votaries of sucli opinions

entertain them with respect to historical facts or doctrinal

points ; the cruel evil of their scepticism is the same. But to

return to our theme. Canaan was at the period alluded to se-

verely suffering from a seven years' famine, which drove Jacob

and his household to Egypt to their long sojourn in that coun-

try. Five hundred years thereafter, or twelve hundred years

before Christ, we read that intestine war raged in Canaan. At
tliat date we venture to fix the period at which the last migra-

tion of the Celtic tribes took place, and under the leadersliip

of Gaal, of the line of llamor, king of Shechem, when, as pre-

tender, trying to regain the kingdom of his ancestors. (See

Judges, ix. 2G-41.) Having been overpowered in an un-

equal combat l)y the men of Abimelech, it is natural to sup-

pose that Gaal would for ever quit his fatlierland, and with his

men follow in the track of his predecessors from Canaan to seek
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his fortune in tlie West until lie found them in the peninsula.

It is equally natural that his countrymen would there and then

readily recognise his royal lineage, elect him their chief, and

name the country of their adoption after him. His name dis-

tinctly adds credence to this opinion. The variation in spelling

between CTaal and Gaul is easily settled. According to the

unpointed reading of the Hebrew, it should be Gol or Gaul,

and not Gaal, which is the pointed system. This fact also

strengthens our opinion. We mention, moreover, that the affi-

nity of Gaelic to Hebrew is apparent only when the latter is

read without the aid of the Masoretic points,—a fact, as we
observed above, which of itself destroys the integrity of that

system. Let me remark here, that Gol may be the origin of

Colla, a man's name very common among Highlanders. It has

come down by the tide of tradition that the first settlers of Cale-

donia came from Spain. It is even recorded that " Colla ceud-

chathach Spaintcach—that is, Spanish Coll of the hundred con-

quests,—was the ancestor of the MacDonalds, Lords of the

Isles.

The Celts must have moved westward from Grascia at a period

at least three hundred years before Homer's time, under the

name of -/.ikrai and Celt?e, according to Greek and Eoman his-

torians, to allow a sufficient space of time for the Greek tongue

to become moulded into the noble form in which it appears in

his book. We may gather this from the analogy of our own
English, and the time it took to be collected together, and
become moulded into the form it wore at the era of Shakspeare.

Homer wrote his Iliad, or sewed together the war ballads of

his time, when Solomon, king of Israel, wrote his Proverbs.

Chronology makes them contemporaries. Their respective lan-

guages, in the productions they have left to the world, stand

out in the luxuriant beauty of their genius. By that period the

Celtic tribes M'ould have been in possession of the provinces of

the West, in which they were found, for several centuries ere

they could become so formidable a body as Julius Caesar foimd
them. Long before his day Britain was wholly peopled by
them. It is not a few years, nor even a few centuries, it re-

quired to cover the entire British islands with inhabitants, and
these inhabitants a Gaelic-sj)eaking race. They labelled the

country from shore to shore in Celtic topography and nomen-
clatiire. During the Eoman invasion and occupation of these

islands—some four hundred and seventy or five hundred years

—their language, the Latin, made no sensible impression towards
changing the local and territorial names. To this day, in North
Britain especially, every mountain range and valley, strath,

stream, headland, bay, island, and loch, with their Abers, Achs,
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purely Celtic descriptive names, thoroughly intelligible to any
Gaelic scholar. We do not know how far back it is that these

names were given to the country. They are transmitted by the

chartularies and other national monumental records ; but the

most valued channel of any is the vernacular speech of the

coimtry, which still survives the dreary past in its tones and
accents as a living spoken tongue, without any material change,

conveying down to our times these names in their purity and
integrity. Let those who admire tlie English tongue so much,
which, in comparison with the Gaelic, is but the mere patch-

work of yesterday, be not astonished at us in these parts for

our zeal for the integrity of our venerable language, what it

still is, and what it was for the last three thousand years. We
repeat, that no material change, we can detect, has come over

it in all its peregrinations during tliat period in Scythia, Grajcia,

Latium, Gaul, Britain, Ireland, and Caledonia. The Welsh, the

Manx, the Irish, and the Caledonian Gaelic are the same stock,

branches of the same family Celtic tree. We cannot help con-

cluding that Caledonia, from never being conquered, and so

never overrun by other tribes, retained the purest branch of it.

Whatever satisfaction may be derived from this result now
come to by our investigation—and we trust that, without any
exaggeration, our position is well fortified by argument and illus-

tration—the point arrived at which pleases ourselves most is

the one which resuscitates the Hebrew vowel-sounds by the

aid of the Gaelic, the last surviving daugliter of that venerable

mother of all languages. The audible living tones of that living

tongue, whether echoed from the romantic glens of Caledonia,

the green straths of Erin, or the metalliferous ridges of Wales,

are the same, and reverberate the same, through the mountains
of Judah, to awaken from her long slumbers that revered old

parent, to let us once more hear, in her own solemn tones, the

promise as Abraham received it, and tlie Law of God as Moses
rehearsed it off the tables in the ears of Israel. The result thus

arrived at, we repeat, is no ordinary satisfaction to us, and the

claims of our language to consideration are obvious. It is still

spoken by, or preached to, above half a million of loyal subjects

throughout the Highlands, and yet it stands unrecognised in

any of our universities. In this respect we of Scotland are as

yet in shameful contrast with Ireland, where they have so many
Celtic Professorships, and even behind England and Wales.

Aspirants to the clerical profession in the Highlands, if they

speak Gaelic indifferently, cannot help themselves. The cause

of tlieir inefficiency is a national neglect, which Lords and
Commons should acknowledge as such, and speedily remedy.
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It is no small grievance to witness the public appearances of

those defective in the language, putting out their best efforts,

and yet sadly mangling the fair proportions of the beautiful

Gaelic into comic shapes and odd sounds, more calculated to

upset the gravity of the audience than to edify them.

It will not be out of place here to remark, that throughout

the entire Highlands, should there be in a congregation but one

solitary hearer that does not understand Gaelic, for that one

hearer an English sermon is got up and preached. Throughout

the entire Low Country, where the English or Scotch is the

spoken tongue, not a word of Gaelic is preached (except in a

few cases in large towns), even in parishes which are yearly

frequented by crowds of Gaelic-speaking people from the Higli-

lands going to the labour market, who cannot appreciate, if at

all understand, an English discourse. We simply allow the

two cases to stand in contrast. A great grievance it doubtless is

to our poor Highlanders ; but the fault does not entirely lie with

the Low Country clergy. If the Gaelic were a compulsory

branch when they were at college, they would have learned,

and be proficient in it, but it is not even a voluntary branch at

any of our universities. It is a defect in the national system

of the university education of our land. There is, moreover, a

defect in our ecclesiastical system, which does not require of

all candidates for the ministry, before taking orders, to be qua-

lified to edify their hearers in the spoken languages

—

only two

—of the realms. When we send our sons out to become mer-

cantile men, they require, of course, now-a-days to learn French,

and other continental tongues, for transacting business ; they

must go and attend French masters where they can be had.

Those who prefer the Church as a profession, I would like to

know what excuse they can urge for not using similar means
for perfecting themselves in the necessary requirements of their

sacred calling. The claim should not be hung up until private

benevolence steps in to its relief. It is a national grievance,

that calls for national interference to speedily relieve it. The
other learned professions, no less than the Church, require to be
A^ersed in the spoken languages of the country. The lawyer is

not fit to support all the points of the case he conducts with-

out knowing the language in which his client is best under-

stood. It would be absurd to expect that a medical practitioner

is able properly to catch the type of the malady of his patient,

whose language, in describing the symptoms, he cannot under-

stand. Clearly, then, all lawyers, including pleaders and judges,

all doctors, and all the clergy, should, as a requirement of their

profession, be properly versed in the two spoken languages of

the country. The study of it, we assure them, is not beneath
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the dignity of their professional calling. Let them but reflect

that Queen Victoria's children, and the children of the nobles

of the land, think it not derogatory to their high station to sit

down to acquire it. Literary men, including professors, divines,

critics, newspaper editors, and newspaper contributors (though

last, not least) need not affect to give the cold shoulder to the

language which lies very much at the root of all their classic

lore, and to which these classics owe, as we have just seen, so

much of their beauty and literary richness. However, if they

choose rather to continue consistent in venting out on our famous
old language their usual sage encomiums, as an " antiquated,"

"useless," and "ready-to-die-out jargon," they may burn incense

at the shrine of these old idols—let them do it ; Ijut, in doing it,

we must tell them that their cherished employment is simply the

perpetuation of their own ignorance. AMiere, in all the extent

of human history, is it known that the study of languages

ever interfered with social progress ? Yet there is not in our

day a more favourite theory than, Do away with the Gaelic

before you can improve the Highlands ! This slang is the doc-

trine of only shallow and selfish adventurers. It is so fragile

in texture as really cannot bear an overhauling ; we pass over

it in pity and contempt. Did their native tongue ever hinder

Highlanders in the height to which they rose as scholars, as

colonists, as scientific men, and as soldiers ? Until they can

answer all these and similar questions by logic and grammar,

we leave the sapient theorists and their dupes to their cogita-

tions, assuring ourselves that the Gaelic language will not die

out while Hebrew, Greek, and Latin are written and known,
while the Gael or his descendant inhabits any part of the globe,

or while dwells in Highland hearts the native chivalry of " Tir

nam heann, nan ylcann, 's noJn gaisgcach.
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PREFACE.

The following Paper is intended as a sequel of the Essay on

the same subject, published by me last year. The proof of

identity of the ancient and modern Gaelic -which is adduced,

is meant to show, not indeed the whole that can be said, but

only a sample of the universality of that proof It is much

to be regretted that prejudice, whatever gave rise to it against

the Gael and liis language, has stood in the way of this species

of study being prosecuted more than it has been by the his-

torians of this coimtry, which sufficiently accoimts for the

poor and meagre contents of their chapters of our early

liistorj'. Had they been capable, liy erudition, of condiicting

an impartial inquiry into the Celtic topography, nomencla-

ture, religion, and poetry of ancient Alban, it would have

tended materially to assist them doing justice to the social

condition of its early inhabitants. It woidd likewise have

prevented occasional bursts of gratuitous obloquy, indulged in

by certain ^vriters, devoid alike of good taste and truth, in

dealing with the Caledonian nationality and character. To

point in the direction of that desideratum, is the object of the

following Supplementary Essay.

D. M'lXTYKE.

Kincardine Manse, Ross-shire,

March 186(5.





ON THE

IDENTITY OF THE GAELIC OF ANCIENT TIMES

WITH TUE

PKESENT VEENACULAE OF THE HIGHLANDS.

Having- last year published an Essay on the antiquity of the
GaeHc language, showing its intimate connection with Hebrew,
Greek, and Latin, it will be proper, as a sequel of that Essay,

to show, and it is the object of this paper to exhibit, the
identity of the language of Gaul and Caledonia in ancient

times, with that spoken and written by the present High-
landers.

The changes which take place from time to time in the
idiom and construction of a language, are chiefly owing to the
invasions made upon its territory by tribes speaking different

tongues, and by committing to writing their mixed medium
of intercourse—formed by incorporating together the speeches
of the promiscuous community. Languages, like the tribes

speaking them, do not necessarily alter in character or condi-
tion if left alone—unassociated with the elements of change.
A speech may enrich itself by multiplying vocables, increas-

ing affixes for enlarging its significancy, without making any
alteration in its idiom and general construction. Nature
around us is our assurance that this opinion is correct. For
the proof of it, let us only look at the natural forests that
adorn our mountain scenery, and the grasses and flowers

which deck the dell, and we see no foreign intruder there,

unless introduced by mechanical means ; but the same indi-

genous tenantiy, running out their perpetual lease of the
crags, and the valleys, and the plains, without change of ap-
pearance, any more than in the tones of the chirj)ing song-
sters that flitter among them. AVe have the fact established,
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tliat a language of itself does not cliange, iii tlie history of tlie

early inhabitants of the plains of Shinar, when they, betook

themselves to the daring project of building Babel, a fort, as

they thought, of everlasting strength. The first confusion in

their speech was the result of a miracle, while every succeed-

ing change of dialects or languages is the operation of human
means. Not until that miraculous fiat at once mixed the

speech of that colony had their langaiage any chance of change,

tliat we read of. We may hence conclude that the Gaelic of

Caledonia continued quite entire without any alteration, hav-

ing received into its code no foreign element, just as the

gallant and noble race, who spoke it as their language, main-

tained their independence through the fortunes of so many
centuries. Their language, like themselves, repelled foreign

intrusion.

It may be satisfactory, however, that this point should rest

on other undoubted proof besides reasonable deduction. It

wUl in that case be necessary that we throw a glance into

such ancient records as furnish to us, by the direct assertions

of their authors, the object we desiderate. In doing so, re-

quires that we once more commence in the East, and work

our way westward, following the probaljle track of the KsKrot

from upper Canaan to Gaul and Britain, and we will in all

likelihood detect our object in the following course :

—

I. In the nomenclature of the KsXroi or Celts.

II. In the topography of their countries.

III. In their religion.

IV. And in their poetry.

In discussing these four points, it may be necessary that

the I. and II. should be bracketed together, and the III. and

IV. ; because the respective subjects of each couplet are so

intertwined into each other, as to render it scarcely practicable

to be managed otherwise. The nomenclature and topography,

mutually interwoven, are subservient of our object; and so are

the religion and poetry of our Celtic ancestors.

(I. and II.) That the KiXroi or Celtie—speaking the Gaelic,

which we stiU perfectly weU understand—were the first great

tribe Avhich migrated from the East to Europe, no one nowa-

days wiU have the hardihood to doubt. As a clear and un-

doubted evidence of tliis, I have shown in the former Essay

how largely tlie Celtic language enters into the foundation of

the Greek and Latin, as well as the strong ;resemblance it

borro^vs froin the Hebrew, the venerable mother of all lan-

guages. AVe trace many instances of Celtic topography in

the far East, with the nomenclature of the tribes that were its



inhabitants. It was about as early as tlie liistoiy of man that

lie gave his own name to the land he inherited. That early-

established practice is still continued Ijy the nobility of Great

Britain—so with many of the connnoners. In the names of

Eastern tribes, rivers, and mountains, we have traces of pure

Gaelic, as is now spoken at our firesides in Caledonia, without

alloy or mixture except what the Hebrew supplies. A sample

is -all that can be reasonably expected in a paper of this com-
pass. Accordingly, we have in the following nouns, as we
shall see on being explained, Gaelic as pure as at this day
spoken in any township in Lochaber. Take as an example :

—

Araxas Ararat Armenia Scythia Pulasgi

Gaelic, Araclias Ar-athar-ait Ar-bheinnean Saighteaich Pel-aisigaich

And is thus fully explained. In Ararat, Araxes, and Ar-

menia, the ar is Hebrew, signifying a river. Then ar-otliar-

a it is the sky-high-mountain of the river. Araxas is a rapid

river of Annenia, hence its name. AracJias, that is ar, the

Hebrew for river, and chas, the Gaelic for rapid. Here we
are to observe that the x is aspirated, and has the force of ch

hard, as the Spaniards pronounce it in Texas and ]\Iexico ; they

make it, not as we do, but Techas and Mediico. This shows
that the Spanish language, and, indeed, the French, borrows a

large element from the Gaelic, which some, who may be igno-

rant of Gaelic, tliiiik that the mixing element is borrowed
from the Latin. Then, Armenia may mean ard-bheinnean,

athar-iheiniiean, or ar-hlieinnean ; that is, the high mountains,

skj^-mountains, or the mountains of the river ar. Sc5rthia and
Pelasgi mean Saigliteach and Pel-aisigaich ; that is, bowmen
and ferrpnen : the former because they handled the bow and
arrow, the latter for having made some progress in navigation,

and ferried themselves from the East to Peloponesis, to Greece,

and to Italy. Pel means people; djudi pobnl is made up of ho

and ^;c/, or hul, wliich means cowherds ; hence any company
of persons met together, as in a congregation.

StiU farther, let us trace the meaning of the following names,
all of Gaelic origin, -viz. :

—

Greece Italy Alps
Gaelic, Greig or Greigh Eadailt Ailp

Latium Pyrenees Appenines
Gaelic, Leathad Bear-bheannan Ap-bheannan

Whereof the explanation foUows. Ch^eig or gi^eigh, a flock,

from the number of islands, like a flock, which dot the Grecian

sea; and also from the fineness of the climate and grazing,

so suitable for the rearing of flock and herds. Eadailt is evi-

dently from feudail, herds, as the early produce of that fine
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Bear-bhcannan means mountains with scallopy outlmes, suffi-

ciently characteristic of the Pyrenees, and ap-bheannan means
simply high mountains.

In connection with this let us now state names of tribes

who had a share, in no small degree, in making up the early

list of the settlers of Europe, and shall only give the

Celtfe Umbi'i Teutoni Sarmatce Sclavia Scandi»

Gaelic, Gaeil Aom-bruich Tua-dhaoine Seirm-aitich Scal-vich Sgian-dich

These are all easily reducible to Gaelic origin, describing

the occasion which gave its rise to each. Gael is said to come
from geal, fair skinned and fair haired, which was character-

istic of the Celts of Gaul. Aom-hruich, decHvity, because they

occupied the high ground of Italy ; hence the British word
hu7'g is a corruption of our Gaelic hniich or hniach, a hiU-side

toAvn, hence any town ; and when they were joined by the

Pelasgi of Greece, they took the name of leathadich, Latium,

that is, low-ground men. Tua-dhaoine, Teutoni, because they

invaded Germany from the north. Seirm-aitich, sonorous-

voiced men, and Scal-vich, scurling-voiced men, may, with

strong probability, be ascribed as their name to these bar-

barous tribes, who came from Asiatic Tartary. Sgian-dich

may denote either the wing-like shield or the knife-like

weapon which these Scandia carried as their armour. All

these names were given them from a Celtic point of view. I

will not attempt to reconcile with a Gaehc origin some of the

names which succeeding tribes, in their mixed condition, got

or assumed. If they have any Celtic element, it is so eclipsed

in the barbarous gibberish of the Tartaric savages as to be-

come unknown. For instance, the Angli and Saxons, de-

scendants of the Sarmatpe and Sclavee, "who can attempt to

give a Celtic etymon ? Or who can reconcile the Gaehc itself

with the Sclavonic, with its thirteen vowels ?

In tracing the Gaelic from the East to Britain, it were

worse than idle to try to gather up the smashed and obtrun-

cated fragments of it which lie strewed among the modern
languages of northern Europe, or even among the high or low

Dutch. Such an attempt betrays at once the disingenuous-

ness of the adventurer who tries to do it, to deceive both him-

self and his readers. There is a path I pointed out in my
former Essay which, if we steadily keep, shaU guide us to our

object. That path is from Minor Asia to Greece, from Greece

to Latium, from Latium to Gaul, and from that to Britain.

To wander far either to the right or left is sure to land us in

a mist of difticulty. It is only those who know not the sub-

ject that, as a rear-cover for their ignorance, pretend to be
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/censorious in this matter. Tliey affect to state, without a

rf'o^ single proof to j^oliu^ their statement, that Celtic antiquities,

in order to he properly traced, should be guided hy means of

the modern scholarship of Germany ! Who ever heard of so

preposterous a doctrine ? AVe readily accord to the modern
German scholar the fidl merit of his achievements, hut cer-

tainly not to dabble into Celtic anti(iuities until he first

chooses to sit down and become a perfect Gaelic scholar.

{See Campbell's " Language, Poetry, and ]\Iusic of the High-

land Clans," p. 19).

Examples have already been adduced of Celtic topography

and nomoiclature in Gaul, and we now proceed from Gaul to

Britain. We must premise by observing, before we leave tlie

peninsula for the West, that Italy received its first settlers

from the ancient Celts, known by the name of Umbri, a cor-

ruption of Aom-hruich, as has been explained above. This is

attested by Eoman authority of great note, which would be

unjust for a moment to call in question.

Umbrorum gens antiquissimus Italice esistimatur.

riin., lib. iii.

Umbri antiquissimus Italias populus.

Flor., lib. i.

When the Gael came first to Gaul, and from Gaul to our
island, is a prehistoric event that is shrouded in impenetrable
darkness. That the brave race pushed their westward, as

well as their northward, way from the far East, is abundantly
attested on the authority of Livy, the celebrated historian.

He denominates them " ferox natio " in the folloA\'ing pas-

sage :

—

Ferox natio Gallorum pervagata bello prope orbem terrarum.

Liv., lib., xxxviii.

That these brave people colonised Britain and Ireland is

vouched by Diodorus Siculus.

Ferocitate excellent Galli qui ad arctum remote, sicut Britanni a qui-
bus Iris (Hibernia) habitatur. Diod., sic. v.

In opposition to this, to say that some other tribe occupied
Britain previous to the Gael is what we shaU not venture,

even though the venerable Bede, a Saxon monk who wrote in
the beginning of the eighth century, asserts it. (See various
other errors of Bede's exposed in liobertson's " Proof of the
Gael of Alban," pp. 125-130.) The utmost we feel inclined to

accede, and which any reasonable mind can ask, is to leave

that point in the meantime an open question. In absence of
any historic evidence, we are bound to go on probabilities,

and that should lead us reasonably to conclude that the hardy,
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heroic Celtic race, who with colonies overspread Europe—at

least as far north as the Baltic—earlier than any other race,

would also send a colony, as its first settlers, across to Britain

;

they conld so clearly espy it from Gaiil, and so conveniently

make a descent upon its shores in their currachs. It will be

proper here to notice the etymology of

Britain Alban Caledonia Ireland

Gaelic, Breatuinn Albin Gael-nan-dun Erinn

which are thus explained. Breatuinn, that is hrait-inn, high

island, in comparison with the flats of Germany and Gaul)

from which it was espied. For a similar reason Allinn was
given it for its high mountains. Those who think they trace

the name to the Latin adjective alTms, white, labour under a

strange mistake, not considering that our country received

these titles, in all probability, ere the Latin was yet moidded
into a language, and ages before a stone was laid in the foun-

dation of Eome. Gael-nan-dun, that is, the Gaels of the hills,

or CoiUe-dhaoine, wood men, according to Colonel Eobertson

in his " Proofs of the Gael," will sufficiently accomit for the

Celtic meaning of Caledonia. Eirinn means iar-innis, the

island to west, as we shall hereafter more fidJy explain.

It will not be necessary to our purpose to enter farther

into a statement of the different migrations from Gaul to

Britain, or the various names by which the tribes were kno\^ii

who planted themselves to the south of the Tweed and into

Wales. The Cimbri and Belga3 merged into the general name
of British ; and, uniting with tliem the Silures, make up to us

the origin of the Welsh of our day. Any one who takes the

trouble to examine, will find that fidly two-thirds of the

Welsh language, as at present written and spoken, is Gaelic,

written in phonetic orthography, and the remainder ancient

British and other foreign vocables. In passing we observe

the Celtic of

Cimbri Belgas Siluris

Gaelic, Giom-bruich Ballaich Silui-ich

To arrive at the meaning of these,

—

Griom-hruich is a com-

pound of giom or giomanacJi, a hunter, a gilly, hence a free-

booter ; and hruich hillside, or hillside hunters or freebooters.

Ballaich or lalgaich means parti-coloured, from their peculiar

dress, the tartan of their time, and may also mean that the

Belgffi were a mixed race. Silurich is too obvious to require

a lengthened explanation; it is sil-ur, a new race, or tribe

that came over from the Continent, and, united with the other

inhabitants, constituting the ancestors of the Welsh nation.

Having thus reconciled with a Celtic origin the nomencla-
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ture of the principal tribes who immigrated into this island,

at a period too early for the cognisance of written history, we
will proceed to examine its to]:)Ography, in so many instances

as may he necessary for establishing the point before us,

namely, the antiquity of the Gaelic language and the identity

of it, in these early times, with our present vernacular. It

AA^ould be the height of absurdity to ignore that obvious truth.

All the words we have analysed are as plain to any Gaelic

scholar as his own name ; and why should any one, knowing
that fact, hesitate to avow it ? It is due to the ancient lan-

guage itself, and due to our brave Caledonian ancestors who
spoke it, and also to their bards, whose subhme productions

form the theme of admirati(jn of every unbiassed mind. The
interest of this suljject will vastly increase upon us as we
come now to examine the Celtic topogTaphy of Britain. It

will not be necessary for us, with a view to this, to rake to-

gether all the mstances of it that come within our reach,—

a

few of the leading names wiU serve our purpose equally well

as if we gathered up the entire catalogue.
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word are clearly tracealDlc to iar-innis, contracted Erin. How
it got that name may be interesting in the absence of any
historical record to submit. We cannot help thinking that

our supposition will be found feasible, though grounded on
probability. What we are to submit, goes far to prove that

Ireland got its first inhabitants, as well as its name, from Alban,

as is vouched by ancient historians. The Milisian system,

as it was called, is, we believe, nigh given up. Then, what
we are to submit is this, that Ireland got its name, the only

name it ever had, Erin, either from the standing ground of the

ancient Celts on the Mull of Galloway, or the Mull of Kin-
ijxe : we think the latter. On their progress westward, whe-
ther overland or coastways, makes little difference ; when they

came to the point of Kintyre, they found it ccann-i/hre, or end
of the mainland, as the word implies. From tliat point, look-

ing southward, they had two islands in their eye, one of them
lying to east, ear-innis, which is Arran; the other to the

west, iar-innis, which is Erin, or Ireland. Any impartial

reader cannot resist the obvious force of this supposition,

grounded so well on these descriptive names, and carrying so

strong a probability of truth along with it. On their farther

progress to the west side of tlie promontory, the early colo-

nists would next see the island of Isla, in the Gaelic \lc or

%-cilc, another island, which they naturally so name, the same
way as Lochiel means loch-cilc, another loch, or an extension

of Locli-linnc. Still farther on, the Island of Mull would be

espied in the distance, presenting a mound-like appearance,

hence its name, Maol or Mulla, Mull.

Mannuin is the Gaelic for the Isle of INIann, meaning
]\Ionkland.

Lunnaiii is the common Gaelic name for London, which
comes from loci-dun, or Ion-dun, that is, the fort of the dib

(river-pool), or the fort of the fen— sufficiently descriptive,

either name.
Liverpool.—The Gaelic is linne-laithid, tliat is, the pool of

the slush, or the low-lying pool, which is sufficiently appro-

priate.

Bristol is cathair-sliodoir, the seat of St Saviour, or Sodor,

from the Greek ffcuTrjp, a saviour, c^yrp^p is a compound word,

though Grecians may not think it such, of the two Gaelic

roots saod and fear ; saodfhcar, in its original bearing, means
saviour, or one wlio rectifies what is wrong or out of order.

Swansea, AhcrtamJii, that is, the outlet of the still stream.

Ahcr is Gaelic, i.e., cahar, a miry place.

Caermarthen is obviously cathair-mkartain, the chief seat

of St Llartin.
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Kent is ceannt or ccmm, the headland of tlio country south

of the Thames.
Cromar is crom-aird, the round headland or promontory.

Durham, dim-cilin, the fortress of the palm. Dunelm is

still the Episcopic title of the bishop of that see, which is a

farther authentication of the name.

Berwick is hcar-h'g, th(iscallopy creek, from some remarkable

appearance in the natural outline of the place. Ahertuaid,

i. e., Tweedmouth, is another name for Berwick ; in like man-

ner, the CTaelic name for Wick, in Caithness, is inner-uirj, and

for Thurso, inner-emsa. Inver, i.e., ion-ar, good soil ; cluan is

another name for it.

•Thames we make tamli-amliuin, still river.

Tweed, tucdhaid, that is the river that flows to north, hence

Tweeddale is dail-thuathaid.

Tees, Deas, the river to south.

Esk, Uisge, water emphatically.

Severn, seimh-bhurn, smooth water.

Clyde, cluaidh, the winding river, as cluanan means the

winding banks of such a river, hence rich green pasture.

Tay, Dee, and Don, mean respectively tahha, diem, domhain,

i.e., still river, rapid river, and deep river.

Edinburgh is d.un-moncddh, the hill fortress, was its earliest

name, thereafter Dun-eidin.

Glasgow is either glas-chu, gray-homid, named after a

famous Fingalian deer-hound ; or, according to other autho-

rities, glas-gJiobha, the gray smith, a celebrated maker of

swords in these early times.

Dmnbarton, anciently cd-duich and hal-chiich, eitlier of

which means the town of Clyde; dun-bretuin is its present

Gaelic name. The origin of hail may be aile or aileacM,

with the formative h, an impression, as a town is the impres-

sion of an inhabited country. Or laih, a town, may come
from la, cows, and fad, a divot enclosure ; ha-fhal and lo-flial,

contracted hailc and huaile, a fold, hence a town. We have,

on the authority of Virgil, that in early times the houses in

Italy, as in the Highlands, were covered in with divot.

Pauperis et tuguri congestum cespite culmen.
Virg., Eel. i.

This clears up the difficulty raised by some of reconciling

with a Gaelic origin the name Al-cleucli, the towm of Clyde,

or Dumbarton. A\'e may observe, in passing, that town or

toon is a British corruption of dim, a fortress ; so the somewhat
modern name Dumbarton, is dun hreton, or town of the Bre-

tons. They err wlio think they make out what they call a

British or Cimbric element in our topography, in the ahers,
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invers, tons, ints, Hans, ires, corns, cims, or cums, etc., etc., wliicli

by proper analysis are all Gaelic.

Fife took that name from Fifus Duffus; so Cambden; but the

original Gaelic name was Ross-mhuc, the promontory of the

swine, doubtless the wild-boars which were so keenly hunted

by the Caledonians. The chief town, St Andrews, was origin-

ally called, after the promontory, ross^nhuc, and more recently

Cill-riohhin. Hence Culross and Kinross, ctd-ross and ceann-

ross mean, respectively, the back and head of the promontory.

Malvern means maol-hhearn, that is, the round hill with a

scallop in the outline.

Grampions, garhli-bheannan, rough mountains.

Argyll, Uar-ghael, the tail of the Gael country. This par-

ticularly alludes to the promontory of Kintyre, which, like

the tail of a fish, runs so far out into the Irish sea.

A}t: takes as its Gaelic name inner-air, the inver of the

river called the air.

Selma is seaU'ma' for sealladh-math, a good \'iew, which

Selma certainly commands. It lies in the parish of Ardchat-

tan, Argyleshire, and was, in its day, headquarters of Fingal

and his Feinian heroes. The spot bears the name of Berego-

nium, from what origin we know not.

Cona is comhan, the river Coe, that run through the glen of

that name.
Lorn, lathearn or laighearn, is supposed to be the same

A\4th Lora of Fingalian fame, and means land of calves—not

a misnomer by any means.

Morven and INIorvern, mor-bheinn and mor-earran, that is,

great mountain, and great bounds; either spelling is fully

significant of the scenery.

Bennevis, leinn-nimh-hhatlmis, that is, the mountain of the

cold brow, from the perpetual snow it keeps.

Bcn-cruachan, by transposition, becomes in Gaelic cruaclian-

heann, and means the cone-shaped mountain.

Glendually, by late geographers, gets the ridiculous'spelling

of Glcndoili. The Gaelic spelling, from which the English is

derived, is gleann-chchh-lif/hc, the glen of the black water, a

very appropriate name. In this way many names throughout

the Highlands are seriously damaged by the ignorance or

carelessness of geographical writers. In this instance, the

error will not be allowed to pass uncorrected; the glen in

question being our birthplace ; with its towering mountains,

most romantic corries, charming forests, and rich grassy slopes,

to which the sjonpathies of our boyhood are closely bound.

Besides, it furnishes a remarkable rehc of the Fingalian

times, in tom-na-cloiche-finnc, that is, the knoU of the Fin-

galian monolith. A huge block of stone, of enormous weight
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and size, stands on the summit of tliat knoll, which he who
traces these lines conld see every day he looked out, as an

object of strange familiarity. The same sightly knoll supplies

a name to the adjacent lofty mountain, and ravine, and corrie,

as hcinn-an-tuim, eas-an-tuim, coir-an-tuwi.

We sidunit that list of names as a mere specimen of Celtic

topography and nomenclature pecidiar to the British Isles in

early times. No available authority can produce, or conde-

scend on, any earlier topography respecting England or Scot-

land. If so, and it is not too much to assert it affirmatively,

without fear of contradiction, no people could have preceded

the Celts, who left behind them those indelible traces of the

tongue they spoke in the land of their adoption. We would
speak advisetUy, but do positively and unhesitatingly affirm,

that this point deiies contradiction. The prestige which the

Celts possessed at the era of the Eoman mvasion, is another

evidence of the same truth, by the high head they carried as

a gTeat and very formidable nation. The Eomans, during the

foiu^ Inmdred and seventy -five years they occupied South

Britain, were obliged to construct walls to protect themselves

agamst the incursions of this bold and daring enemy, who
met these Roman invaders in many a fierce engagement, and

stood their ground unbeaten and unsubdued in their Caledo-

nian mountain fastnesses. That they were formidable rivals,

we have on respectable Eoman and Grecian authority.

Murum .... duxit qui Barbaros Romanosque divideret.

Spart. in Hadriano, xi.

^li'/tarog ti 6 BpsTTuvixo;, etc., etc.

Bio. Cass., lib. Ixxii.

The bravery and prowess of the Caledonians were sufficiently

tested in meeting the well-trained Eoman legions, which is

doubtless referred to in the poems of Ossian. Localities are

mentioned, still identified by the same name as the banks of the

mnding Carron (a small river in Stirlingshire), and the sound-

ing Cona (the river of Gleucoe in Argyllshire), which were

familiarly known to the Fingalians, and known by the same
name in om- times.

Upon the whole, then, we feel confident that, in the fore-

going analysis, we have shown the identity of the ancient

with the modern Gaelic, which is as ob\ious to any Gaelic

scholar as the letters of the Gaelic alphabet. In the full

belief of this, we now proceed to show still farther the evi-

dences of it as are furnished by the religion and poetry of the

Gael in ancient times, which forms the

(III. and IV.) Third and fourth sections of our Essay, and
which shall be discussed in combination, rather than separately.
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The truth is, it would not be so practicable to adopt any other

method. The poetry of the Caledonians is not in that respect

different from the poetic productions of other nations, but
embraces the religious and moral code, along with the exploits

of the people who were its heroes.

In proceeding with this section, it is my bounden duty to

acknowledge how deeply indebted I feel to the interesting

and able productions of two authors of works on kindred

subjects; and I frankly own how little the occasion is of

writing this Paper, considering the superior merit of theirs,

had not one of these authors himself suggested the task to

me. One of them lives east, the otlier west, of the Gram-
pions—both retired army officers ; who, after nobly serving

tlieir king and comitry, for a long period of years (See Camp-
bell's " Language, Poetry, and Music of the Highland Clans,"

p. 41), now, with their swords hung in the hall, take up the

pen of the learned and wield it well, as a still farther service

to their country. I allude to Colonel James A. Eobertson,

author of " Historical Proof of the Gael of Alban ;

" and to

Captain Donald Campbell, author of " The Language, Poetry,

and Music of the Highland Clans," both works recently pub-
lished, and of rare merit. As very monoliths, they convey to

remote posterity the fame of tlieir authors, in letters far more
indelible, than by any Parian obelisk. Prom a home point of

view, nothing can be finer than to see the amor Patriw, which
so fondly dictates such a task to retired army officers, who
devote the afternoon hours of their usefid lives to the clearing

off the dust of prejudice, and the mist of obscurity, overlying

the early pages of their country's history. They tliereby show,

from undoubted e^'idence, the social refinement of their early

Caledonian ancestors. This latter act is the happy counter-

part of their former doings ; their literary labours rellect lustre

on their military achievements. In both phases we easily

recognise the leal-spirited Gael ; and such, in truth, they are

—descended of illustrious Higldand families,—one of them a

claimant of the Breadalbane peerage and estates.

To return to the archives of the past, we find it testified

on good authority that Polytheism was not known to the

ancient Celts. This of itself is, by the way, a farther e\i-

dence that the Greeks and Romans, and consequently their

language, could not precede the Gael and the Gaelic. In the

midst of the Caledonian forest, or traversing the sea in their

currachs, the Gael owned but one God, the Lord of the Uni-
verse—a fact which assigns to themselves and their language

an early Eastern origin. This is vouched, in respect of the

Celts, on the following authority :

—
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Celtse colunt quidera Deum.
Max. Tyr. Dissert, xxxviii.

Reguator omnium Deus.

Tacit, de mor Germ, xxxix.

Unum Deum fulguris affectorum, Dominus hnjus univcrsi solum

agnoscunt. Procop. Goth., lib. iii.

It is thus aliuiidantly evident that the Celts owned but one

Deity when the Clreeks increased the catalogue of theirs, to

keep pace with their abstracted notions, till at last the num-
ber of their gods were about thirty thousand. Accordingly

the A/? of the Greeks, and the ©so?, with the oblique cases of

'Livg ; the Dis, Ditis, and Dens of the Eomans are manifestly

derived from the Be, Di, Diet, and Ti of the Celts ; and, as

Mr James JM'Pherson rightly observes, the only name by
which the Deity is known to those who speak the Gaelic of

Alban and Ireland. In the Gaelic E signifies he, and, by pre-

fixing the formative d, Ijecomes Dc or Diet—literally, the Being,

emphatically, God. The Druids worshipped one God, in their

" clachans " or stone circles, seen to this day, notwithstanding

the positive assertion to the contrary of several ancient

A\T.iters. The old Gauls were said to worship three divinities,

under the appellations of Tcutettes, Hesits, Tetmnis. So says

Lucan, in his Book I., as follows :

—

Et quibus immitis placatur sanguine diro

Teutates, horrensque feris altaribus Hesus
Et Taranis Scythise non mitior ara Diana).

These, however, seem to be three names of the same Being,

rather than three separate intelligencies, which is clear by
submitting the words to a legitimate analysis. Then the

three words Teutates, Hesus, Taranis, divested of their Latin

terminations, become Teutett,Hes, Tetran—easily reconciledwith

Celtic origin. Teutat is just De-teit, the God tliat is; Res,

the Being emphatically, and Tetrcin, thunderer. The great

Goddess Diana of the Grecians is notliing else than a borrowed

name, derived from the Gaelic Diet ; and, by Grecian abstrac-

tion and Polytheism, conceived to he, a feminine di^dnity. It

is hence obvious how easily we can realise the identity of the

old Gaelic with our own vernacular. This is e\ddent, also,

by tracing to a purely Celtic origin the names of the most

conspicuous heavenly bodies, which opens the way for us to

look into om- ancient Gaelic X)oetry, where such terms are of

frequent occurrence. Accordingly, Grian, the sun, is from

cri-thcine, the quivering fire, from the dazzling effect its rays

have upon the eye that looks at it. Grietn is the same word

in Ossian's Poems of the third century that it is "k. in our
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mouths of tliis present age, without change or modification of

any sort. It is doubtless the origin of the Gnnjnxi of Virgil

—

His tibi Gryngei nemoris dicatur origo

Ne quis sit lucus, quo se plus jactet Apollo.

Vinj. Ed. vi.

According to Strabo, Apollo, the God of the sun, had a

temple in the Grynean grove, built of white marble, where
was a famous oracle ; and in no grove did he glory more, as

Virgil has it in the above lines. This is an instance in which
the vagaries of Polytheism are traced up to a common origin

;

and, by the help of our vernacular, we can arrive at that

origin. Aise is a sun blink, and by the formative, d or t

becomes taise, a ghost, and is no doubt the origin of Aiaoi and

Ascap, which, according to Seutonius, were Grecian deities.

Taise the Celts of Gaul were said to regard as a spirit, and so

the name still,which acted on matter ; and Dc, the Supreme Di-

vinity, or soul of all material substances. Liicm, wluch means
full, is the early Celtic name for the moon ; hence luna, the

Latin name. Dilucm is INIonday, or moon's-day. ite is an-

other name for the moon ; hence reul, a star, is from rc-cile,

that is, another moon. And so on, other words in endless

variety, which form the only good criterion we have of preserv-

ing inviolate the proper pronunciation of Greek and Latin

tongues. The Gaelic is the only living language which pre-

existed and wliich survives them, michanged and inviolate.

It would be an insult to common sense not to concede to it,

and to it alone, the safe custody and preservation of the vowel

sounds and intonations of the dormant Hebrew, Greek, and

Latin. This is asserted in our Essay of last year, and now,

after more mature deliberation, more emphatically repeated,

that in this matter the Scotch schools have the decided pre-

eminence over those to the south of the Tweed. Though
the English ear may find it more harmonising with their own
peculiar taste to adopt what is called their pronunciation of

the classics, Ave hesitate not to tell them, on the testimony of

antiquity and of the Gaelic language, that they are simply

vjro7ig in their entire experiment of needless, useless, caprici-

ous vocalisation.

The paradise of the Celts of Britain was called flatli-innis,

that is, the island of nobles or of heroes. Than that there is

to this day no other name in the Gaelic tongue for the state

of the blessed. It was the language of Ossian, and it is ours

.

witliout any cliange. The only change is in the locality of the

Jlath-innis. The light of the Gospel has happily shown to us,

who live under it, that our ficitli-innis is not, as our ancestors

conceived it was, an island in the western sea, begirt with
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storms and tempests, for warding off impioiis intruders ; but,

far away in the heaven of heavens, guarded and begirt in

everlasting peace, with never-ending calm. The Gaelic has

no name for hell, as such, except the idea of an island with
constant rain, ifrin, that is, i-hhuim. There is extant a very

glowing description, by certain Latin writers, of the island of

the blessed, ov Jiath-innis, which it is not necessary to give

here at length.

Celebratte illce beatorum insulce dicuntur esse occidentali oceano.

Eustatli. ad Dion. Perieg.

The Celts of Caledonia had their hards and seannachis, that

is, poets and chronologers ; the Irish Scots their feai'-dans and
fcar-laois, that is, songsters and hymnists, who sang the

praises of their warriors and great men.

Bardi quidem fortia virorum facta .... cantitarunt.

Amm. Marcel., lib. v.

This brings at once before our mind the office of the Fingalian

bards, which any one who peruses their productions will

easily realise ; but before submitting quotations we shall offer

a few remarks on the dress and dwellings of our Celtic an-

cestors.

The ancient Celtic over-dress was the " sagum" of Gaul, or

sci.g, which is the Scottish plaid ; hence saigcan, sagach, deriva-

tives of sag, meaning the clogged muffied-in appearance wdiich

the wearer of it presents. The hraccce is the Ireachdan, from
hreac, spotted or parti-coloured. Feillidli, the Highland kilt,

is derived from fillidh, a fold, and hreaclian-an-fhdUidh, plaid

of the kilt, formed the Highland full-dress—a continuation of

the kilt folded over the shoulders and round the waist, which
altogether took twelve yards of tartan fabric for its ample
dimensions, and not the ridicidous apology of the hrachdan-

an-fheillidh, that is nowadays wore. We have, on the autho-

rity of Tacitus (de Mot. Germ, xxii.), that the Celts were very

cleanly in their habits. They bathed regidarly every day,

wliile the Sarmatae of Asiatic Tartary were filthy to a proverb.

From the Celtic dress, accordingly, we trace the identity of

the ancient and modern Gaelic. Let us now observ^e as to

the Celtic dwelling. They did not live in towTis. Their haile,

or homestead, was a clump of trees, where they had their hut,

siuTounded by a fence or foss to secure them against accident

by fire. We have shown above the origin of haile, and may
observ^e here that the to?.;? of the Greeks is derived from it,

and their zuXu^t], a covering, from the Gaelic callaid, a cover-

ing, or division of a house. That this was the Celtic mode of

living is testified.
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Dio. Cass., lib. xxxix.

Oppidum Britanni vocant, quum silvas impeditas vallo atque fossa

muniverunt. Caesar, lib. v.

Having traced up tlie identity of our Gaelic as spoken now-
adays with respect to tlie Celtic homestead, we pass on to

look into the Caledonian poetry, as compared with the Gaelic

poetry of our own times. The poems of Ossian take of course

the first place among the Celtic records of antiquity. It does

not now seem necessary to us that any argument should be

advanced bearing on their authenticity. Time has vastly

added to the proof of it. Any scholar who can peruse these

sublime productions in the full meaning of the Gaelic original,

his intellect cannot possibly be so obtuse as not to appreciate

them. The internal evidence of authenticity they carry is

overpowering. If any deficiency existed in their external

e\ddeuce, it is supplied by the publication of the book of the

Dean of Lesmore, which was written, as the date of it bears,

between the years 1512 and 1529, or about two centuries

before M'Pherson was born. Those who so fiercely opj)osed

Ossian's magnificent lays, what would they now say if they

were to look up and see Dean M'Gregor's manuscript ?

Verha scri2ota manent tells equally against them in the lucu-

brations they have committed to writing, and in favour of

Ossian. Dr Johnson and his copyists grounded their objec-

tions upon no 7)ia7iuscri2)t ; but since an objection any how
seemed their aim, they might, even with a manuscript, with

the same facility transfer that objection from no manuscri2it to

no authenticity. Ossian's Poems, in the hands of any just

critic, will be allowed, like Homer, Virgil, and Horace, to speak

for their own authenticity by their burning words, without

the manuscript over which the authors consumed the mid-
night oil. We know just as little, or as much, of the manu-
scripts of the latter as of tlie former ; transcripts are aU that

we have of each, and quite sufficient. The Poems of Ossian

have already lived doivn, and Avill outlive, the fame of all their

traducers. The course of time, and the force of sound induc-

tion and literary progress, have fully exploded the Johnsonian
objection, whether urged by himself in his not very philoso-

phic or courteous style, or by the cuckoo notes of a shallow

troop of servile admirers. The crusty lexicographer left

London for the Highlands, it is true, fully primed with Saxon
prejudice against eveiything Scotch or Highland, except, as

fell from himself, the high road wliich led back to London.

And not all the Scotch kindness and hospitality that were
heaped upon the man by the Boswells, Burnetts, IM'Leods,
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M'Leans, etc., etc., could divest him of that prejudice. To
that bias alone can we attribute the stern bearing of the
learned Saxon, whose inward nature could be touched on the
fields of Marathon and among tlie ruins of lona, and yet stood

inexorable over the sublime pages of Ossian. The splendour
of the Ossianic couplets, rich in the choicest imagery, and
conceived in cidtivated taste and pure morality, all glowing
in bright poetic fire, had no impression on the Sarmataian
spirit of Johnson. To show the transcendent descriptive

powers of the Fingalian bard, let us quote a passage from his

Address to the Sun, and if there be any poetic composition
outside the Sacred Eecord finer, in any ancient or modern
author, all we say is we never yet met it.

O ! thusa feip a shiublilas shuas
Ci'uinn mar lan-scia-chruai' nan triath

Cai as a tha do dhearsa gun ghruaim
Do sholas a ta buan, a Ghrian !

Ko translation, however literal or however free, can possibly

catch the poetic grandeur of these lines, or of the entire poem.
The rhythmic harmony which balances every line and every
couplet, whose every soimd is the echo of the sense, is a very-

needless effort to try to convey by any translation. For the

convenience of those who do not understand Gaelic, it ^vill be
as well to attempt as natural a rendering as we can of each

line as they stand :

—

O ! thou thyself that glides\bove,

Circular as the full-orbed shield of steel of the brave
;

Wherefrom is thy blaze un-bedimmed

—

Thy light everlasting—0, Sun !

Our purpose in giving the quotation is purely to show the
identity of the Ossianic with the present Gaelic of the High-
lands. The grammatical accuracy of it and its phraseology
are the same. There is not a word or syllable, or allusion or

figure, but is perfectly plain to the comprehension of any
Gaelic scholar of the nineteenth century. It is not only the
same Gaelic, but the same identical dialect of it. To assert

otherwise woidd be open rebellion against truth and pro-

priety. Let us not, however, affirm so strongly on the merit
of a single passage, but quote a few lines from some other

poem of Ossian; let us take the beginning of Carraig-thura,

on the Setting Sun, and we submit that the glowing descrip-

tion is simply inimitaljle.

An d' fhag thu gorm-aster nan speur,

A nihic gun bheud a's 6r-bhui ciabh.

Tha dorsa na h-oiche dhuit fein,

Agus pailliun do chlos 'san iar.
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Thig na stuaidh mu'n cuairt gu mall,

Achoimhead fir a's glaine gruaidh
;

A togail fo eagal an ceann,

Ri d' fhaicinn cho aillidh 'na d' shuain.

Theich iadsa gun tuar o d' thaobh.

Gabhsa cadal ann do chos,

A Grian

!

To throw it into natural English it runs—line by line,

—

Ilast thou left the azure course of the skies ?

O guileless son ! of the yellowest golden locks.

To the portals of night thou betakest thyself

;

And to the tabernacle of thy repose in the West.

The billows shall slowly roll around, ^

To behold him of the most shining cheek
;

With awe raising aloft their heads,

To espy thee so charming in thy sleep.

They fled colourless from thy side.

Enjoy thou thy slumbers in thy cave,

Sun !

In the same poem, farther on, is a passage describing the

encounter of Fingal with the Spirit of Loda, which serves tlie

double purpose of showing that the Fingalians w^ere not idola-

ters nor a timid credulous race, and that their language and

phraseology was the same as nowadays in the Higiilands.

No poet ever invested his hero with bravery of the same in-

trepid type as that wdiich Ossian attributes to Fingal—of

meeting in single combat alone, under the cloud of night, the

terrible spirit of Loda, the presiding deity of the Scandina-

vians. The majestic grandeur of the passage is undescribable,

except in the ornate poetic polish of the original. Fingal is

exhibited to us, with his glittering sword unsheathed and

raised aloft as he majestically advances to meet the frightful

spirit, of huge mountain size, with loud, dreadfid menaces,

which the brave King of Morven despised, and met in threats

not less severe, as follows :

—

Thog Fionnghal san oich' a shleagh

Chualas anns a' mhagh a ghairm
" A mhic na h-oiche o mo thaobh

Gabh a ghaoth agus bi falbh

C uim thigeadh tu m' fhianuis fhir fhaoin

Do shambladh cho baoth ri d' airm

* * * *

As m' fhianuis a dhubh-mhic nan speur

Gairm d' osag dhuit fain 's bi falbh !

"

To which the dismal spirit replied

—

" Teich gu d' thir fein a mhic Chumhail
No fairich gu dubhach m' fhearg!

"
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Dhaom e gu bovb a cheann ard

Ghabli Fionnghal na aghaidh le colg

A chlaidhoamh glau gorm 'na laimh

* * * * -X-

Giiluais solas na cruaidhe ro' 'n taiblis'

Fuathas dona bhais fo ghi-uaim

Thuit esa gun chi-utb 's e thall

Air gaoth nan dubh charn ; mar smiud.

The elegant translation of M'Plierson conveys the meaning
of this snblime jjassage veiy well indeed—as much so as a

translation can do it ; but we prefer, as in the above extracts,

to give the natural rendering, line by line :

—

Fingal wielded aloft his sword in night,

His shout was heard aloud in the liigh expanse.
" Son of the night, away from my borders,

Take the wind and begone.

Why coniest thou to my presence, thou shadow ?

Thy form as unreal as thine arms.

Fi'om my presence ! gloomy son of the clouds,

Call thy breeze to thyself, and begone."
" Fly to thy own land, son of Cumhal ! ] ,

• i ^i • -l

Or feel, to thy sorrow, my wrath ! "
J

^^^^ ^^^ ''P"'^'^-

He bent boldly forward his lofty head.

Fingal advanced to the combat with heroic ail*,

With his blue gleaming sword in his hand

;

The gleam of his steel cut through the ghost.

With the grim terror of death in the blow

;

The ghost rolled over, shapeless in its fall.

On the wind of the dark mountains ; like smoke.

The coherence can easily be traced in every line, vAdiich is

managed ^^^'itll the exquisite skill of the bard, by compressing

without crowding, so much poetic thought into his highly-

finished couplets. It bears comparison, and even excels, the

most perfect production of the Muse in ancient or modern
times. Any one ^^•ho can read and appreciate the one cannot

fail to appreciate the other. The idiom of the Gaelic of

Ossian—simple and eminently comprehensive, though of an
exquisitely transcendent strain—is as ob\dous as the phrase-

ology employed by " Duncan Ban M'Intyre," or " Mac Mhais-
ter Alister." But some AAdll perhaps be inclined to say that

certain of the old Gaelic manuscripts to which Mr James
M'Plierson, the elegant translator of Ossian's Poems, had
access, were written in a different tJl^e and style from what
we nowadays understand,—such, for example, as the manu-
script of the Dean of Lesmore, wliich was written in the

character and style of its day, between the years 1512 and
1529. Let us see what such an objection contains, should any
one think of starting it. The better way will be to give a
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specimen from that interesting manuscript, which is as fol-

lows :

—

Derrymir wlli gi dane,

Ach Finn ne waene agus Gowle,
Dethow churrjch fa hard keym

;

Wa na reym skoltyt ny downe.
Ne yarnyt tarn na tocht,

Gir yoyve calle si phort ynaa

;

Yell techt doy her in ness,

Derre ass maccayve mnaa.

This is Gaelic doubtless, hut it is written in phonetic ortho-

graphy, savouring, as we must admit it strongly does, of the

Gaelic of Ireland. This is not to he wondered at, considering

the attending circumstances. The Dalriadic colony wdiicli

came over from Ireland to Argyleshire in the year 506, incor-

porated their dialect with the speech of that county, along

with the intercommunion between the two countries, which
from that period to this day exists, with the possible certainty

that Dean M'Gregor knew the Irish better than the Cale-

donian Gaelic, ^vill sufticiently account for the character and
style of his book. The consequence is that the Dalriadic, or,

at any rate, visible traces of it, are to this day found to per-

vade the Gaelic of Kintyi^e, Arran, Bute, Cowal, Islay, and
Lorn, as far up as Lesmore, where the Dean penned his

manuscript. The Gaelic in this quotation is, with that ex-

ception, as pure as any other, though at first sight it wears a

somewhat strange and unsightly dress,—a garb equally foreign

to it, as if you were to see a Gael rigged out in knee-breeches

and Scotch cassock. The metamorphosis did not, however,

change his nature or his language ; he speaks his vernacular

as fluently as in his kilt and hose. The Gaelic should regu-

larly be written in its own proper orthography, so as to pre-

serve its native tone and accent. It is quite as mmatural to

it to be clothed in such a habit as the above, as it is for the

Cockney, or other southron anti-Celtic guiser, who decks him-

self out in the borrowed feathers of the Highland dress. We
maintain that those who are not Higldanders, or who affect

to despise the beautiful language of the Gael, have no right

whatever to assume his elegant dress. The noble costume

should never be seen thus smuggled and degraded in decorat-

ing the externals of any incongruous interior.

Let us now exhibit the above passage in its natural ortho-

graphy, which is thus :

—

Dh' eireamur uile gu dian,

Ach Fionn nam Feinn agus Goll

;

D' fheithoamh a churaich fo ard cheum,
Bha na raimh ag sgolt' nan tonn

;
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Gur ghabh cala sa phort glma
;

Ach teach doibh thar an cas,

Dh' eirich as macamh mna.

Oi" ^vllich tlie English rendering is as I'ollows. It is not

ours :

—

We all rose up in haste,

Except Fingal of the Feinni and Gaul

;

To wait on the high-bounding vessel,

Which in its course was parting the waves

;

It neither slackened nor rested,

Till it entered the wonted haven
;

But when it sailed over the fall,

There rose out of it a beautiful woman.

We deem it unnecessary to add anything to wliat has been

submitted to prove the identity of our Caledonian Gaelic

—

the Gaelic of the Fingalians in the third century, and that of

the Dean of Lesmore twelve hundred years later; and we are not

without specimens of the same kind during the intermediate

space. There is ample proof in the transactions of the High-

land Society of other Gaelic MSS. existing, to which Mr James
IM'Pherson had access, when taking down and translating

Ossian's Poems. Considering Mr M'Pherson's temperament,

his high sense of honour, and how his fidelity was impugned
by the aspersions of incompetent and ungenerous critics, on

the question of the existence of a MS., it is not at all to be

wondered at, that he would not stoop to submit those in his

possession to the equivocal scrutiny of disingenuous eyes.

He knew well that tlie sublime lays of Ossian would clear a

way for themselves, despite the ignoble surmises thrown out

against him and them. Among those who imbibed the viru-

lence of Johnson, appears a Mr Shaw, who published what he

calls "Eemarks on Ossian's Poetry;" being the residt of a

journey he made to the Highlands and islands in spring 1778;

for he, too, was ambitious of authorship, in the department

which gained laurels to M'Pherson. Any one who peruses

the lucubrations of this writer will feel no astonishment from

his unbecoming remarks at his ill-success in gaining the con-

fidence of the Highland clergy, or others possessing Gaelic

MSS. He, and all others who floated along in the same tide

of opposition, have, by uncalled-for virulence, left on record

such materials of their own condemnation as cannot now or

hereafter be perused without intense pain. It is, nowadays,

discreditable to the feelings and intelligence of any scholar

who can read, without appreciating, Ossian in the original, or

in INI'Pherson's elegant translation. Such then is Ossian, our

Alban Homer, his country our country, liis Gaelic our Cnielic,
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We flatter ourselves that this is made out in this Paper, now
brought to a close, by the tojiography,^ nomenclature,^ religion,^

and poetry of our Caledonian ancestors. We submit it without

fear to the discriminating eye of an impartial public, well

assured that the facts produced are such in good faith, and
that no contrary facts are available to upset them.

1 Modern writers, unacquainted with the Gaelic language, are liable to

be mistaken in the derivation they give to local and territorial names on
the sea-coast of the north of Scotland, fancying that they are dealing

with Norse originals, while in reality they have Gaelic roots—rounded,

indeed, and rather disfigured, by the effort of Norse accentuation. It is

not a little singular that archaeologians and antiquarians should not

bestow on the rightful origin the benefit of originality. They may per-

haps think it more fashionably learned to do otherwise
;
but we submit,

that to reach the rightful source by a logical, legitimate path, that no one
can gainsay, is preferable.

2 It is in accordance with the above note that mistakes in nomencla-
ture are often committed. An egregious instance is, how they hand over

to the Norsemen the ancestry of Somerled, Lord of the Isles and Thane
of Argyll. Would not the simple fact undeceive them, that he was all

his days the great enemy of the Norsemen? Those Avho cannot pro-

nounce a word right, should not for that reason give it a wrong origin.

So far from being Scandinavian, Somerled, as they called him, o^vned a
long line of Caledonian ancestors: " Somhairle Mor Macgillebhride,"

whose grandfather was Gilledomnan, descended of " CoUa ceud-chathach-

Spainteach." Any one with the smallest pretensions to Celtic tradition

knows that.

3 The simplicity of the religious ideas of our Caledonian ancestors,

without the presence of Polytheism, claims for them an Eastern origin.

Those who love to deal in the marvellous may take a full swing in what
they call the " Aryan theory of languages," and we wish them joy of

their aerial dream. Sober thought can scarcely give place to the sup-

position that an obscure tribe, living to the north-west of India, could be

the linguistic repository of all our early European tongues, including the

Celtic, of course. If they mean the Sanscrit as the chief member of the

Aryan, let them not overlook the strong points of affinity, or rather

identity, between it and the Greek, which dooms the former to a com-
paratively modern origin. The structure of the verb, so similar in

Sanscrit and Greek, with a middle voice common to both, is ample evi-

dence that they were originally cast in the same mould, and long pos-

terior to the Celtic, which furnishes a large element in their groimdwork.










